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Bowling Green State University

Volume 51, Mo. 70

*Lovin' Spoonful '
On Greek Week Slate
The popular singing group "The
|-* Lovln' Spoonful" will be presented
In concert as part of the Greek
Week activities. May 10-13, according to plans announced yes* terday.
The week's events will begin
Wednesday, May 10, with a speech
by a nationally known political
figure.
The committee Is still planning
the °vent and will announce the
•.speaker within the next two or
three weeks.
The Spoonful concert will be held
at 8 p.m. Thursday, May 11 In

Memorial Hall. Tickets for the
concert will go on sale in the
Union March 28 and will cost
$1.50 each.
Many of the group's hits, such
as "Daydream," "You Didn't Have
To Be So Nice," "NashvllleCats,"
"Darling, Come Back Home,"
"Did you Ever Have to Make Up
Your Mind?", "Do You Believe
In Magic?" and "Summer In the
City" will be Included In their
two-hour concert.
On Friday, May 12, the Beta
500, sponsored by Beta Theta PI
social fraternity, will be held In

264 Men Pledge;
Phi Delts Take 33
A total of 264 men pledged fraternities Saturday, announced Tim
Smith, coordinator of Interfraternity Affairs. Last semester's
total was 183. Pledges and their
respective fraternities are:
Alpha Sigma Phi
Randall
Brundage, James
Meyer, Charles Thomas, and John
Stewart.
Alpha Tau Omega
David Plank, Howard Hall,
Robert Mclntee, Timothy Youngbluth, John Thompson, Michael
Emerine, Richard Curry, Thomas
Carton, James Henretta, Roger
McCraw, Robert Murchlnson,William Burch, Michael Miller, Raymond Froellch, John Scourfleld,
Lloyd Beaber, David Solch, David
M altby, Gerry Pedoto, J ames Newcity, Craig Bell, Robert Bortel,
Kenneth Bailey and Alan Ponrlck.
Beta Theta Pi
Joseph Chlrko, Craig Crego,
Louis Gamlere, Donald Tews, Allen Bohl, Thomas Lovejoy, David

Nuske, James Williams, Manfred
Meder, Christian Domlnick, Mark
Gagyi, Dale Fordham, Robert
Munn, Harold Olsen, GeofferyCol11ns, Thomas Leech, PeteCzarak,
Alexander Mayewsky, Steven Fryman, Martin Sllvka, Daniel Longfellow, Gerry Kozar, CralgCarrler, John BoaL.
Delta Tau Delta
Larry Fester, Richard Thomas,
Frank Stoops, Clayton Leach,
Larry Woo ten. Lee Stephens on,
(Continued on Page 6)

the Union oval. Also, the Greeks
will conduct a charity drive that
day.
The Sigma Chi Derby Day and
the Zeta Beta Tau Sorority A11Star Softball game will be held
Saturday, May 13.
Finally, a Greek Feast will be
held from 2 pjn. to 7 pjn. Saturday, In the C onklln recreation area.
The area will be covered with a
Tarpaulin in the event of bad
weather.
Two bands, "The Missing
Links" and 'The Intruders,' will
play continuously during the feast.
In an effort to Include as many
persons as possible In the actlvltes, the Greek Week committee
has opened all events to the entire
campus except for the feast.
All Greeks have been assessed
for the entire weekend. Because
of the cost Involved, non-Greeks
will be charged admission to the
Spoonful concert.
The feast will be for Greeks
only because of the cost factor.
"We are trying to promote a
better understanding between
Greeks and non-Greeks through
combined participation In cultural,
social and charitable events," Jim
Taft, entertainment chairman of
the committee said.
"This Is the first year that the
majority of the Greek Week activities have been open to the entire
campus," Taft also said.

Stolen Yesterday
*

*
v
™
*

Renovation Canceled;
High Cost Blamed
The remodeling of Moseley Hall
will not take place as planned,
according to Paul E. Moyer, treasurer of the University.
Mr. Moyer blamed higher estimates and rising construction
costs for the cancellation of the
extensive refurnishing of Moseley
Hall.
Mr. Moyer stated that a 1963
state bond Issue provided an appropriation of $407,250 for repair
and Improvements of Moseley to
be done during 1965- 67. However,
final estimates for the Job were
over $700,000, which is In excess
of funds available.

Plane Crash Injures 3

. $250 Art Work
A religious an work on loan
to the University Fine Arts Dept.
and valued at $250 was stolen
from the Fine Arts Building some
time yesterday afternoon according to Harold Hasselschwert,
assistant professor of art at the
University.
The panel, made of walnut, silver
and black satin plastic, Is theproperty of the Newman Foundation at
Eastern Michigan University.John
Van Haren, professor of fine arts
at Eastern Michigan, had loaned
the work to the University for an
exhibit.
Mr. Hasselschwert said that the
panel approximately 6 by 12 Inches
in size was a holy water font
with a contemporary figure of
C hrlst above the cup used to hold
the water.
As nearly as can be told the
panel was stolen between noon and
3 p.m. yesterday afternoon according toHasselschwert.The
campus police were notified but
there is no evidence at present.

BEAT YOUR crazy head against the sky, the Lovin' Spoonful
suggest in their latest hit record. University students just might
be doing that when the Lovin'Spoonful arrive on campus for Greek
Week. The Spoonful art in reality (sitting), Zal Yanovsky, John
Sebastian, Steve Boone, and (standing) Joe Butler.

ALEX SARJEANT was trapped in his Piper Cherokee 160 after
his plane collided with another at the University Airport Friday.
(Photo by Tim Culek).

Three area men were Injured
10:30 a.m. Friday when two private
planes belonging to Crow Incorp.
crashed while landing at Bowling
Green University Airport.
A Piper Cheroke 140, piloted
by Pierce A. Rogers, R.R. 3 Bryan, and a Piper Cherokee 160,
piloted by Alex Sarjeant, Perrysburg, and his passenger, Roy Everman of Toledo, collided after both
planes had apparently landed and
were taxing on the runway.
Accorlng to George "M" Hipp,
Instructor at the airport, the 160
coming from Toledo had requested
a landing pattern and was told
that one plane was already In a
pattern.
The 140 was landing southeast
and the 160 was coming In due
north. A« Mr. Hipp said, "I was
watching my student, (Rogers),
coming In for his landing and did
not see the other plane until they
were approximately 200-300 feet
away on Intersecting runways."
The two planes collided at the
Junction of the two runways at a
120 degree angle.
Mr. Hipp, ran to the scene as
soon as the planes collided and then
ran back to the office to phone the
authorities.
Soon after the accident, a state
patrol plane, making a routine
flight over the area landed and
the pilot, Don Humphrey along with
other state patrol officers and
representatives from the Bowling
(Continued on Page 6)

M r. M oyer said the high estimate
Is due to rising construction costs.
He said that construction costs
have Increased 25 per cent since
the state appropriation.
"A lso, the building trades will be
negotiating for new labor contracts
on May 1," he added, "and It
appears this has caused an increase in recent construction bidding.
"The final estimate was high,
so we tried to cut back and yet
retain most of the original plans,"
Moyer said, "yet we found this
Impossible."
"Therefore we'll have to go
ahead on an interim basis, and
make Moseley as usable as possible," he added.
Mr. Moyer said that the Academic Space Committee Is studying the problem and will recommend to the Capital Budget
Council what remodeling can be
done.

AWS Election
Forms Due
Today is the deadline for |
women Interested In running for
a position In AWS next year to |
return their application to be
placed on the ballot, Sally Luscher, AWS president, said yesterday.
Applications are available
from resident assistants, head |
residents, and sorority presidents. They must be turned into I
Carol MoCutcheon, 124 Prout;,
by 3 p.m. today.
The election Is March 8.J

ID Card Photos
Deadline Given
Tonight will be the last chance
for night students to have their
pictures taken for I.D. cards. Pictures will be taken from 6 to 7:30
pjn. In 120 University Hall.
Students will need a valid fees
receipt, a student copy of their
registration, or some other written
for*) indicating registration before
a picture will be taken.
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Better Spent Elsewhere
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Plan Convention Now
Time Is running out for student, faculty and administration leaders
to get together and plan a mock political convention for the spring of
1968.
In 1964 the university was embarrassed as other universities
and colleges held conventions and brought in noted speakers to keynote them.
Already Ohio colleges are making plans for mock conventions which
simulate the real Democratic and Republican national conventions
which pick candidates for President and Vice President of the United
States.

• • •

Oberlin College recently held a referendum to decide whether
or not to hold a convention. Students voted overwhelmingly, 992-117, to
have one. They voted to have a Republican convention by a wide margin.
The student government at Oberlin will appoint a student chairman
in the near future to held administer the event.
Opposition to the convention at Oberlin was vehement but small
in numbers.
One student objected on the grounds that "a mock convention does
not approach a political reality." Another called it an "undergraduate
pantomime."
The convention idea was initiated by the college administration.
If Bowling Creen State University is to be the site of a mock convention in I9t<8, plans must be laid now in two important areas.
ITrst, the administration, organization and tentative ground rules
of the convention must be laid. When, where, what format, how delegates will be chosen and other important questions must be answered
or at least the mechanisms for answering them must be set up in the
near future.
Secondly, university leaders must make a concerted effort to bring
at least one noted political speaker, preferably a candidate for one of the
nominations, to campus for an address during the convention.
* * •
The university is getting the reputation as a "speakers poor" campus.
Next spring would be a good time to begin a regular diet of important
speakers.
Where should the initiative come from for the mock convention? It
should come from a joint student-faculty-administration committee.
Time is wasting. If the university is to have a well-executed mock
convention keynoted by at least one noted political speaker, action
must be initiated now.

*
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By LARRY FULLERTON
Columnist
A recent editorial In the Toledo
University COLLEGIAN presented
arguments for a new basketball
arena at TU. Interestingly, their
final comment was "Did you know
that Bowling Green State University is building a new curling
rink?"
Actually, what we now have is
a $1.8 million ice arena which
will house a rink for Ice hockey
and one for figure and pleasure
skating as well.
This past weekend, the hockey
team played two games here, both
to "very good crowds."
While it's very nice to have the
arena--and I will admit there will
be some value to the student body
and the rest of the University
community, the money could have
been better spent elsewhere.
For instance:
--We too, need a new field
house. Anderson Arena holds about
5,200, which was adequate when
it was built six years ago, but is
already too small.
Students were forced most of this
year to be there by 6:30 p.m. If
they wanted a good seat for the
game.
--Another pressing need Is more
classroom facilities.
With the education building under
construction and the psychology
building soon to be started, the
tight situation will be alleviated
for awhile, but another $2 million
applied at the right time might
speed up matters a little.
--More dormitory space could
be the greatest need. Enrollment
keeps increasing every year and
overcrowding has been used more
than once to admit as many students
as possible.
--Many of the present facilities
need renovation and the money
spent on the ice arena could have
been well-spent for this purpose.
Buildings constructed 20 or 30

years ago can't be expected to stay
In the best shape for ever.
--And performing arts center
would be a very worthwhile addition
to the campus.
I could go on with the list, but
I don't think It's necessary.
While the Ice arena Is no doubt
looked upon favorably by a large

portion of the campus (including
President William T. Jerome),
the money could have been put
to much better use.
To University officials, I can
only say look ahead before you
spend the next $2 million hastily.
(P.S.--See you at the hockey
game Thursday night.)

CULEK ON COUNCIL

X*

f Celebrate UP Birth |
|
By TIM CULEK
jij:
:■:•
Columnist
£:
•:j:
Student Council members gathered In Founders dining hall for
j:j: their regular Thursday meeting. One of the larger crowds of the
•:j: year sat watched Council have a "party" and then pass several
•:•: new pieces of legislation.
The first birthday of the University Party was celebrated. Four at
I coeds, two of them dressed in black mini-skirts, white blouses,
I and spike high heel shoes, passed out cupcakes with candles In them
•:■: to each Council members.
Patricia A. Snider, a senior In the College of Education, was s»>
■£ appointed chaplain by Tom Liber, student body president. Miss
| Snider replaces Mrs. Lois Rousch.
A prize will be given to the housing unit, fraternity house, and
% sorority house that donates the most money to Charities Week,
:j:; Dick Seaman, student body vice president, announced In bis report
g to Council.
Seaman also announced that petitions for student body offices
| are available In the Student Activities Office. The completed
| petitions must be returned to the activities office by March 10.
The Election Board, Seaman continued. Is trying to develop a
» set of uniform election rules for all campus housing units.
Charles A. Tabasko, Students for a Democratic Society (SDS)
:>: member, Invited all the members of Council to the SDS Regional
:•:• Convention to be held at the University this weekend.
Jonathan P. Wierwlll, student body treasurer, said the Council
| treasury contains $1342.76 for employement, $1.92 for equipment,
$ $55.95 for travel, and $734.74 for malntance.
The Sophomore Class donated $50 to the Ohio Confederation of £■
I State Supported Universities, Lee W. McClelland, sophomore class
% president announced to Council.
Finally, the Founders dining hall may be a nice place to eat but
I It leaves something to be desired as a place for Council to meet. K«
A The major problem is the acoustics.
S
g After a few pleas from the audience, some of the Council members jij
g spoke louder. But. much of the discussion that took place In Council *L
:■:;■ was barely heard or not heard at all by Council's constituents In ■:•:
g: the back of the room.
:•:•

YAF PERSPECTIVE

The 'Rot' Of Seniority
By JOHN BIGELOW
Columnist
It Is the opinion of this columnist that some of the professors
at the university are really that
bad.
It Is Indeed tragic that the students of the university must put
up with professors of this caliber.
It is no wonder so many students
flunk out after being subjected to
professors with little or no teaching ability.
What Is truly amazing about this
situation Is that many of the Lilliputians of the Intellectual world
are in the Education Dept. Ironically enough, these men and
women are endowed with the
privilege of Instructing our young
students In the "art of teaching."
And we ask ourselves, "Why
Is our educational system In the
shape It Is today?" You may not
believe this but some of them actually require attendence to listen
to these very unstlmulatlng lectures.
Surely any professor with a
small amount of confidence In
himself should be able to Instill
a little eagerness In his students.
Unfortunately this is not the case.
This columnist realizes the fairness, kindness, and all that rot
of senorlty, but enough's enough.
What Is needed is an administrative supervisor much like the
Education Dept. has in studentteaching.
The professor has at his disposal the right to rid the university of the bad student, but who
will rid the university of the senile
professor.

It is up to each student to
voice his or her opinion as to the
teaching ability of his or her
professor, I will undoubtedly get
the reply that students are not
capable of judging their makers
(opps) professors; any relation to
God Is purely coincidental.
Who else but the student can
truly Judge the ability of the pro-

fessor to get his point across but
the student. As long as there Is
apathy among the student body
there will always be a place at
B.G.S.U. for the bad professor.
Our university must attract new
distinguished professors and
elevate Itself above the mediocre.
We no longer need to except the
run - off from MSU, OSU, or
Berkeley.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Let Coeds Pick Own Hours '
In a recent waste of space, Fred Zackel pointed out the glorious
support which our female students havefor AWS and the Dean of Women. t
I would only refer Mr. Zackel to a News column of last week where
it was asked, "What would happen if our female students no longer
desire hours?" All comments on the concern for womens hours lack
rational support until the Issue is presented to those who are governed •
by it.
Let the women decide but let's give them the chance to decidel
I would propose that each womens dorm decide its own hours, (thus
it would be possible to have 10 o'clocks In East and no hours in West,) -*
the decision to be based on a referendum vote, to be preceded by a
"town meeting" in each dorm. Let the women decidel NOWI
Melodie Rosenstien
Box 78 University Hall

We Are The Cowards...
So much has been written against the war in Viet Nam that I think
something should be written for It.
We Are The Cowards...
On this other side we protest
But when the ship to sea is leaving
We yell and criticize
We'd rather skip the ride.
On this other side we grumble
For the other side Is bloody
And rebelwith fruitless cries.
For the other side holds fear
We're big and bold and boisterous And on this other side you'll find us
In our freedom we have pride
You will always find us here.
j. Eliser
435 Harshman B
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I More Letters I
In Defense Of
Ashley Brown

."*/.........

It's too bad that George Braatz,
in his scathing column belittling
Ashley Brown's role In Bowling
•Oreen's student government, has
gotten so caught up In the Brown
"Image" that he has failed to see
the facts.
* Certainly the name and face of
Ashley Brown have received much
publicity, but anyone who has coni jjtributed as much to campus politics as Ashley, could hardly avoid
a certain noteriery. The column
by Brown and Browning was controversial, and such was It's intent. But not for the reason Braatz
Implies.
The technique of overstating a
"•point was used effectively week
after week to start an apathetic
student body talking and thinking
,about issuesandorganlzatlons
which affect all of us most Intimately.
As for Ashley's comments to the
• effect that any kind of publicity Is
beneficial to the politician, he just
honestly stated a fact that any
politician knows who cares to admit
•it. It is this very quality about
Brown, his honesty, that has taken
many people aback.
.
Ashley Brown doesn't hedge,
I 'doesn't pull punches. He says what
he thinks, and works to put his
beliefs into action. He has an ear

.

Bf

tuned to the needs of the student
body, and regularly translates student complaints into constructive
legislation. Let's take a look at
some of this legislation.
Anyone who has been to Student
Council can see for themselves
that the most dynamic, creative
mind on council is Ashley Brown.
At least SO per cent; of the legislation brought to council this year,
and passed by a substantial
majority, has come from the mind
and pen of Brown.
Such measures as student review of personnel and academic
deans and unlimited class cuts
can hardly be considered "unimportant". The ideas which lead
to the confederation of State Student Governments came originally
from Brown.
The fact that Rick Helwlg has
chosen Ashley to run on his ticket
merely points out the fact that he,
as well as many others who have
seen Brown in action, realize that
Bowling Green Students government needs Ashley Brown.

DEADLINES:

The organizational meeting of
the University Farm Bureau Youth
Council will be held at 7 tonight
in the Dogwood Suite. Darwin R.
Bryan, director of youth activities
ta Ohio will present. All Interested persons are welcome to
attend
* . *
All commuters are welcome to
attend a meeting of the Commuter
Committee at 4 pjn. today In
205 University Hall.
The membership table of the
University College Young Republlcans has been moved from Unlverslty Hall to the Union.
Dick Kuhlman, freshman class
president, has caUed an all-class
meeting to be held from 8 to 9:30
p.m. March 8 In 105 Hanna.

5 p.m. Friday for

Tuesday'i paper, 5 p.m. Monday
'or Wednesday's paper, 5 p.m.
Tuesday lor Thursday's pap.r,
5 p.m. Wednesday (or Friday's
poper.
^^ 32<
„
2 |in#f
. .
.
r
minimum, average 5 words per
'■"••
„ "N,D COPY to Classified DepJ
B G N#w
"
»- ,0° UiAwwHy Hall.

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
.................•...—.......Alpha Phl pledges: BEWAREI
Twenty-eight of Kappa
Sigma say: Actives, thanks for
the great party Sat. night.
...........
Wanted. House boy at Kappa Delta
House. Call ext. 2477.

The Great

Beta Beta Beta will meet at
6:30 p.m. tomorrow In 221 Life
Science Bldg.

Have you heard? The "Early
Americans" are now "The Sands
of Time."

A precision drill contest will
be held in Memorial Hall today
from 12:45 p.m. to 1:15 p.m.
The contestants will consist of
75 women students from HPE 212
classes.

Happy Birthday Lori - Don't be
TOO bored.A.V., D.C., K.H., K.W.,
and B.
.........
-Pike's, you are Greatl The Sands
of Time" - Doug, Don, Mike,

and Ken.
Beauty and Beast; It's no joke;
Just one penny, for one vote A PhlO.
M arlne mechanic for June - JulyAugust. Island resort located In
Lake Erie. Chance for overtime
if desired. Contact John Ladd,
Ladd's Marina, Box 2723, Put-InBay, Ohio.
Waitresses or waiters. Friday,
Sat* and Sunday. Frlsch's.
Need riders to share expenses
to Florida In GTO March 17.
Call Bill Clark, ext. 2403 after 5.
College Men and Women. Work
twenty hours per week this semester and full time In the summer.
Only Northwest Ohio residents
need apply. Work for the leading
company In the cookware field
as a salesman. Write to VitaCraft Central Sales, PO Box 512,
Reynolds burg, Ohio.
Photographer needed for the BG
News. Salaried position. Contact
Mike Kuhlln at 106 University
Hall (ext. 3344) or Delta Tau
Delta (ext. 3369).

Kaye Kerscher
Candy Hudson
216 Krelscher A 416 Harshman C
Sue Anderson
Nancy Otto
Alpha Chi Omega Alpha Chi Omega
Robbie Pfell
323 McDonald West

And More Defense...
At least once a week you hear or read about the indifference of
'university students. But In the Feb. 23 Issue of the News there seems
to be a complaint because there is a student on campus who is "active."
His name--Ashley Brown.
Ashley is interested in politics, it is rumored that he may even
"run for an office. Is this not his right? You imply that he Is a radical,
I say that he Is still an American in a "democratic society" and has
a definite right to take a stand for what he believes to be right.
| ■ There is an uneasiness because his name has been publicized.
Now really, how many men or women have became politicians without
any use of publicity?
Through the news Ashley has stated some of his ideas, but it is up
•to the individual to decide for himself whether or not he wishes to
agree. (After all. would you vote for someone you knew nothing about?)
I'm not saying you should agree with Ashley, that's up to you. But
if you disagree, I'm saying you should at least make an honest attempt
^to understand his views, with an open mind, before you outwardly and
hastily criticize his concepts--just because to you they are a little
different does not mean they cannot be valid.
Karen Burns
226 McDonald North
Teddi Kovatch
227 McDonald North

r

Intruding On Ice Party

With whom should I take out
*my frustrations, the AWS or the
people In charge of the ice arena?
Unfortunately, I was the victim of
| * a rumor that the Ice rink was open
last Thursday evening.
After entering the front door, I
proceeded to change Into my
•skates. Several people saw me do
this--including a very Important
looking Instructor with a slight
accent. I skated for 15 minutes
* along with two women, two men and
a pre-schooler.
Someone asked me to leave. I
.did, and promptly so after Informing my superior that I had apparently misunderstood the information which had come from
► my AWS Houseboard representative.
En route to my dorm, I met
two girls from Founders' who had
■received the same Information
from the minutes of their last
AWS Houseboard meeting.
We were all readmitted to the
building without any trouble. We
wanted to speak with the distinguished Instructor with the accent
when I heard him tell the mem bars
of the other visiting party (whom
I found later to be faculty
members), "No, we are not officially opened, that's why the
doors are locked--to keep out the

college students."
Perhaps chivalry and tact have
been frozen in the ice, but this
instructor should realize that even
Homer nods.
Embarrassed, we left the arena
feeling that we had lntuded on what
turned out to be a private party.
Peggy L. Marcell
142 Harshman C

Asks Apology
Jim Taft Is way off basel
The recent controversial ad,
which the B.G. News refused to
publish, which was memlographed
and distributed on campus this
past Thursday, was initiated by
myself.
The 27 "loud - mouthed cosigners" of the ad are all equally
responsible for Its printing--they
all signed It and paid for the cost
of Its printing.
True, S.D.S. did sign the ad,
but then so did 26 other prominent faculty members, student
organizations, campus religious
leaders and students.
I would ask that Mr. Taft make
an Immediate public apology for
his unjust accusation against
S.D.S.I

Tom Shelley
404 Harshman A

These U.S. Air Force officers are
getting what they want out of life.
You can be one of them.
What are they doing? They are performing
a job of importance. Hour after hour. Year
after year. Many of them will serve for 20 or
more years. The fruitful part of a man's life.
Will yours be fruitful and creative?
Or just spent?
You're going to college to do something
constructive, important. And you can be sure
of it, in the U. S. Air Force.
Start now in the Air Force ROTC program
on your campus. Your Professor of Aerospace Studies will explain the variety of
career opportunities. Pilot. Navigator. Engineering. Science. Administration.
If you get in on it, you get paid to be part
of the most exciting technological breakthroughs of all time. You'll become a leader,
an officer in one of America's most vital
organizations...the U. S. Air Force.
You can be part of the Aerospace Age
when things are most exciting... at the begin-

ning. While you serve your country, the
whole universe will open up to you.
There's a 2-year Air Force ROTC program,
and the 4-year program has new attractive
scholarship provisions.
Lots of men waste their working years.
But you don't have to be one of them.
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Box A, Dept. RCP-72
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148

NAME

(please print)
COLLEGE

CLASS

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

i
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WE FINALLY won a close one, and close it was.
The Falcons edged Ohio University 77-76 Saturday at OU. Congratulations were definitely in
order and cheerleaders mobbed Coach Warren

Scholler as soon as the final gun sounded, from
left to right, Penny Gerber, Scholler, Darlene
McCarthy, Phi Bovier, Jeanne Rogel, and Jacquie
Baumgardner.

"
WHOOPS -- Falcon ace Rick Allen was all alone when down he
went on the ice during Saturday's hockey game at the new
ice arena. Bowling Green has a
perfect record at home, winning
both of the games played there
this weekend.
___J«

GAMBLING ON campus makes a big appearance once a year,
when Conklin Hall and McDonald Quadrangle sponsor their annual Casino Party. Proceeds from the evening are donated to
charity. Looks like the roulette wheel was a busy placer

Photos by
Tim Culek
Tim Brandyberry
Larry Fullerton
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Ronald Zwierlein Behind The Mask

Freddy Also Swam
By DAVE ROSS
Staff Writer
Like a fish out of water? Or, more like a bird out of his tree?
W ell, maybe the allusions aren't quite straight. But by day Ronald
E. Zwierlein was known as one of the swimming team's divers. By
night he joined the ranks of other masks myths--/orro. Batman.
Superman, and Green Arrow, to don the mask of that mysterious
mascot, Freddy Falcon.
And last night Zwlerleln's secret was out. During halftlme of the
Loyola-Bowling Green basketball game, he was unmasked by young
Ricky Carver, son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Carver, Rodgers Hall
Director.
Zwierlein is a junior In the College of Education, from Rochester,
N.Y.
To win the job as Freddy Falcon, Zwierlein, along with the other
applicants had a personal Interview with the Spirit and Traditions
Board,
"As a physical education major I have been Interested in athletics.
I knew three former Freddy Falcon's and I felt that this Is a good way
of supporting the teams," Zwierlein said.
As Freddy Falcon he not only entertained the crowd, but also
viewed the reactions of fans at different times and in various situations.
"One thing I have noticed Is that when the team Is winning the crowd
is really for them. When they are losing the fans get down on the
team," Zwierlein stated.
Being the mascot of Bowling Green has caused some humerous
Incidents. One of these was when one of the girls Zwierlein dated,
laughed and said that some of the things that Freddy Falcon was doing
were really goofy. He merely nodded.
For the most part, Zwierlein said he was able to keep his Identity
as Freddy Falcon a secret.
' "The only time my Identity slipped happened during a football
game," he explained. "I was walking on the posts near the bleachers
and one of my fraternity brothers happened to be sitting below. He
looked up and I guess my mask wasn't on tight. Anyway, he saw a cut
on my chin. Since he knew I had cut myself shaving that morning,
the secret was out."
BEHIND THE MASK •- Freddy
"You don't talk to anybody while wearing the Falcon costume and
Falcon for this year was Ronald in this way people can not find out who you are," Zwierlein said.
Zwierlein, Junior in the College
"If I had it to do over I wouldbecomeFreddyFalcon.agaln.lt
of Education.
has been something I will always cherish and honor and It has also
provided me with a great deal of fun," Zwierlein stated.
"Being on the swimming team and being Freddy Falcon was a great
deal of exercise, but once I put on the uniform I had a great deal of
pep," Zwierlein said.
Anyone Interested in sports and who has a lot of pep and school
spirit would have the necessary qualifications to be a Freddy Falcon,
according to Zwierlein.
Persons interested in being the new Freddy Falcon contest should
pick up applications at the Union Activities Office, Deadline is March
10, 1967.

I
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FREDDY FALCON'S favorite fan, Ricky Carver, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Carver, Rodgers Hall Director, unmasked the University mascot during the halftime of the Loyola-BG game.

In Wheekhair-But Still Hopes To Fly

Chasing Planes
By BILL DIAMOND
Staff Writer
It Is not unusual to be arrested
for speeding by police patrol air
planes, but it was rare when James
T. (Wheels) Dwyer, sophomore in
the College of Business Administration, was arrested for chasing a plane In his car.
Clocked at 60 m.pJu in a 35
m.pJu zone, Dwyer was arrested
for chasing one of his remote
controlled model airplanes when
It flew out of the range of his
transmitter.
This was only one of several
incidents Dwyer cited as he talked
about his favorite pastime.Stricken with polio and confined to a
wheel chair since the age of five,
he has remained active and never
given up his goal of flying.
Dwyer's hobby is an achievement in Itself, but he Is not satisfied. Although Dwyer will have
a restricted license because of
his physical disability, he hopes
he can learn to fly real planes.
In a few weeks he will begin
instruction at the Bowling Green
Airport.
Dwyer and his brother turned
their garage into a hobby shop.
After an Initial Investment by their
father, they began to sell simple
airplane parts and equipment to
neighborhood buyers. At one time
their stock assests Included about
$350 worth of goods.
After beginning his hobby by
flying gas engine "U control
planes" (guided with wire lines),
Dwyer turned to remote controlled
equipment. His reason was simple,
"I got tired of flying In circles
and not getting anywhere."
According to Dwyer's description, a plane that is remote con-

trolled files free of control wires
guided only by a transmitter which
sends out radio signals. These
signals are picked up by the receiver in the plane, and they control the power supply and flight
gear.
An accounting major, Dwyer is
working on a plane which is worth

Part Of Hobby

$150 including the guidance system. Painted bright yellow, made
of balsa wood and weighing about
four pounds, this plane is capable
of flying 40 m.p.g.
It has a wing span of four
feet eight Inches and a range
of 1 1/2 miles. Dwyer said he

has seen remote controlled planes
with a wing span as much as 15
feet from tip to tip.
Dwyer's plane is "not Just
carved out of a block of wood.
It Is put together like a regular
airplane. Starting with a basic
wooden framework and fit care-

fully together, silk cloth and a
dope (a clear lacquer) are used
for reinforcement of the model.
When this coating dries, it
stretches tight like a drum skin."
According to Dwyer's Explanation, "A plane and the necessary
equipment to control it can cost
anywhere from $50 to $500."

In the summer of 1964, Dwyer
was in Cincinnati with some members of a radio control club. They
were practicing target landings
and doing general loops and dives,
when Dwyer's plane got out of
range and flew on its own power.

PLANES ARE his postime -- Model planes or
real planes, James Dwyer, sophomore in the college of business administration doesn't care. He

"We watched it go Into the
trees and then followed after It
in our cars. When we finnaly
located It, it was in one of those
trees Impossible to climb. Somehas quite a collection of model planes and also'
body called the fire department
will be taking flying lessons at the airport, to get a ladder."
(Photo by Glen Eppleston).

CSU Coeds Battle For Housing
(ACP)--WAR was publicly declared recently by a group of
Colorado State University coeds
who announced their campaign for
emancipation entitled "Worn en Are
Responsible," the Collegian reports.
Randy Black, sophomore English
major, spoke for the group at
the Associated Women Students
meeting, advocating a tentative
plan for "all women past their
freshman year to have the choice

of living off campus or not, with
notarized permission from their
parents."
• 'Women are being educated academically but no socially," Miss
Black said as she explained the lack
of experience in accepting responsibility which coeds face.
Dorothy Smith, sophomore home
economics major, said the group
is concerned because "men are
not required to live In dorms and
women are -- there la no Jus-

tification in it."

"They were a Hale upset when
they learned that a gas powered
plane had been the reason for
their summons."

Miss Black said three committees will be formed to further
the proposal to allow women a
choice in housing. One will check
state laws regarding the rights
of women over 18. A second committee will communicate with other
colleges regarding their housing
regulations. A third will begin
writing resolutions In support of
the proposal.

To the fireman who climbed the
ladder, this was risky business;
to the crowd watching from below an exciting moment; and after
It was over, Dwyer said he could
still remember the man as he
came off the ladder. "His face
was dripping from perspiration
and t yet he beemed of accomplishment."
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264 Men Go Greek
(Continued from Page 1)

Steven Drozoda, Reese Armstrong,
John Nichols, Gilbert Kostyn, John
Graff, DaleDorlnski,JohnColllngwood, James Fannln, James Varner, Michael Costello, Scon
Loomls, Kenneth Krueger, Peter
Cowie, Mark Warlike, Paul Deffenbaugh, Tom Heusser.
Delta Upsilon
Richard Struckmeyer, William
Bensle, Robert Rex, Kim Kieffer,
John Narwocki, Jerry Schoendorf,
Anthony Barone, Roud Klag, David
Gerald, Charles Clingman.
Kappa Sigma
Robert Andryc, Thomas Foreman, Thad Woodard, Thomas
Watson, Dennis Lehman, James
Bruckner, E. Brad Rice, Richard
Raeon, Dennis Sommerset, Patrick McCarthy, Russell Fox,
James Fuller, Jeffery Barron,
Larry Mountalne, Stephen Buynay,
Jerald Plckens, Richard Cookson,
Larry Riddle, Charles Collins,
Robert Baker, John Bachey, William Alexander, Richard Luther,
David Royer, Richard McLaughlin, Robert Brotherton, KentLamoreux, John Warden, Jay Balluck.
Pi Kappa Alpha
Barry Bastlan, Kenneth Finnle,
Michael Green, Terry Kreldler,
Michael Ellerbrock, JamesMeehan, Larry Geisler, Darrell Von
Deylen, William Jerman, Richard
Dunn, James Fowler, Richard
Plewackl, William Savage, Thomas
Chrlstlpherson.
Phi Delta Theta
Hugh Pittinger, Scott Sutton,
Michael Jacobson, RobertMurray,
Nlel M arcous, M ark Solow, F ranklin Falk,NeilYarlan, David Stubbs,
Ben Ausar, Stephen Hart, Gregory
Shinn, Craig Pickering, Kenneth
Marazon, John l.affertle, Donald Luce, Robert Zlmpher, Steven
Kovach, Kenneth McCubbin, Douglas Porter, James Snyder, Dale
Kneeper, Roy Ducat, Michael
Smith, Michael Schober, James
McKnezle, James Gamble, David
Hammond, Pat DiPlacido, John
Dooms, Mark Painter, Arthur Halperln, David Prows, Al Holding.
Phi Kappa Psl
Richard
Rotterman, Richard
MOM, Wayne Carver, Ralph Pep-

pard, Richard Newman and Barry
Marshall.
Phi Kappa T au
David McCoy, Richard Werner
Jr„ David Carroll, Warren Russell, Curt Hlrsch, Phillip Kllsen,
Larry Wilch, Darius Bledsoe,
David Donville, Joel Deluca, William Laux, David Russell, Daniel
Anstine and William Mullen.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
David Hemming, William Grein,
Thomas Lesavage, Harold Sanford,
Dennis Brindley, Timothy Savage,
Karl Koudelka, Allen Stickler, Edward Llpp, Robert Pietrick Jr„
Frang Sgro, William Auxter, Dennis Cavanaugh and Larry Smith.
Sigma Nu
William Zeeb, John Mauntler,
Charles Rychener, John Seaman,
James Zeller, Edward Drelsbach,
Marc Jurusz, ThomasGlennonJr.,
Steven Hill, Lawrence Stephens,
Richard Hubbard, Rick Ketcham,
Richard
Lair, Larry Wertenberger, and Donald Welsgarber.
Sigma Chi
Gregory
Reynolds,
David
Sweeney, Clarence Greene, Gregory Baird, Wayne Kroll, Donald
Schutte, Richard Foster, Thomas
Peddicord, Terry Bork, Gordon
Wenner, Michael Moon, Charles
Doubler, and Thomas Lloyd.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
JohnClauss, Charles Clew, Jeffrey Tharp, Terrence Olive,
Ernest Pollock, Robert Williams,
Paul Caton, Harold Spreng Jr„
Thomas Deck, Douglas Ballard,
Roger A kins, David Capobianco,
James Ruslne, Edward Matuslk,
and Charles Burrows Jr.
I .in Kappa Epsilon
David Plmley, Daniel Kitz, Joseph Siil.ua, and Timothy Combs,
Donald Oberlin.
Theta Chi
Tim Doyle, Gary Bowden, James
Davis, RogerTlrabassi, DavidStobbart, James Smith, Gilbert Koch,
Michael Ohoro, Gerald Norman,
Craig Ayers, Michael McLaughlin,
David Mower,
Robert Rutan,
Robert Roth, Roland Ward, Thomas
Ciocla, and Donald Robertson.
Zeta Beta Tau
Johnathan I avin, Bruce Tucker,
Barry Barth, and Joseph/immerman.

Teaching Posts
Open Overseas
Applicants for overseas teaching will be Interviewed through
Wednesday, March 15, announced
Karel King, teacher placement officer.
"The Department of Defense
has recently announced a change
in requirements for considering
applicants for overseas teaching,"
Miss King said.
University Placement Offices
participating in the Department of
Defense Overseas Recruitment
Program may recommend two
bachelor's candidates in education.
The requirements for recommendation by the University are:
U Applicant must have com-

pleted student teaching.
2. Applicant must have 18
semester hours in professional
education.
3. Applicant must exhibit a
degree of maturity and poise
"Seniors Interested in the program to teach during the 1967-68
school year should make an appointment for an interview in 516
Administration Bldg„" said Miss
King.
For 20 years the Department
of Defense has provided a system
of elementary and secondary
schools for children of servicemen and civilian employees.

Congratulations
to the new Actives

The Delta Gamma Pledges say
We're ready to take it away

PLACEMENT INTERVIEWS
* Evening only
** Day and evening
M arch 6
Bridgman City Schools, Bridgman, Mich: check with Placement
Office.
••New Haven Schools, New
Haven, Miclu: elementary education; music; science; special education.
••Turlick School Districts, Turlock, Calif.: business education;
elementary education; industrial
arts; languages; library; mathematics; music; science; special
education.
Procter & Gamble Co.: chemistry.
Highland Park Schools, Highland
Park, Miclu: check with Placement
Office.
Jackson Public Schools, Jackson, Mich.: check with Placement
Office.
••Fremont Public Schools: art;
elementary education; mathematics; Industrial arts; languages;
music; science; special education;
guidance.
••Livonia Public Schools, Livonia, Mich.: elementary education;
special education; industrial arts;
mathematics; music; science;
physical education.
••San Diego City Schools: elementary education; mathematics;
special education.
Permacel Tape Co.: sales.
Consumers Power Co.: business
statistics; economics; industrial
management; personnel.

Coldwater City Schools, Coldwater, Mich.: check with Placement Office.
F.W. Woolworth Co.: general
business; retailing.

ucation.
Shlllito's: accounting; advertising; economics; general business;
personnel; retailing; business administration.

March 7
San Diego City Schools: elementary education; mathematics;
special education.
••Hammond Schools, Hammond,
Ind.: check with Placement Office.
Utlca Schools, Utica, Mich*
check with Placement Office.
Chesaning Union Schools,
Chesaning, Mich.: check with
Placement Office.
Anaheim City Schools, Anaheim,
Calif.: check with Placement
Office.
Marlon Community Schools,
Marion, Ind.: elementary education; Industrial arts; library;
mathematics; special education.
**P aim dale School District,
Palmdale, Calif..- check with
Placement Office.

M arch 6, 7, 8
Marine Officer Selection Office:
check with Placement Office.

Dowaglac Union Schools, Dowaglac, Miclu: check with Placement Office.
••Bloomfield Hills Schools,
Bloomfleld, Mich.: check with
Placement Office.
Burroughs Corp.: accounting;
general business; mathematics;
industrial management; retailing.
••Muskegon Heights Schools,
Muskegon Heights,Mich.: business
education; elementary education;
music science; special education.
Carman School District, Flint,
M ictu: elementary education; industrial arts; music; special ed-

Plane Crash Injures 3
(Continued from page 1)

(ireen campus police, city police
and airport authorities assisted in
removing the Injured men.
The impact of the crash pinned
Rogers and Sarjeant in their aircraft and the two had to be cut
out of the planes with hacksaws.
In an attempt to avoid an explosion, Nicholas Merrill, a pilot
from Ohio State University, ran
to the aircraft immediately after
the crash and turned over the
batteries of both planes.
The injured men were removed
from the aircraft and taken to
Wood County Hospital. Everman
was only slightly injured and was
released from the hospital over the
weekend.
Roger received jaw cuts as well
as other small cuts on his body
and a possible fracture. He has
since been transferred to the Bryan Hospital and his condition there
is listed as "fair."
Sarjeant was the most seriously
hurt of the trio and was operated
on for a ruptured diaphram. His
condition is listed as "fair," by
authorities at the hospital.
The two planes, which were
totally
demolished, were removed from the runway and placed

In a hanger at the airport.
Tony Baraum, president of Crow
Inc., placed the planes under lock
and key and would not allow pic.
tures to be taken of them. The
pictures of the crash that appear
in today's paper were taken while
the two planes were still on the
runway.
The collision of the planes Is
under investigation by the Federal
Aviation Authority, according to
the State Highway Patrol at
Findlay.

Cricket Wickets
Coming To BG?
Sticky wickets, fine legs, silly
mid-offs and square cuts may
soon be coming to Bowling Green.
They are all part and parcel of
one of the world's most popular
sports--cricket.
A group of international students
at the University are trying to
popularize this ancient sport and
are holding an organizational
meeting in the International Center
Friday at 3 p.nu, stated Roger
Holllday, international student.
No experience is required, and
all those Interested In playing
should either attend the meeting
or leave their names at theC enter.
The equipment -- bats, pads,
balls, wickets and bails will probably be imported from England
and when spring arrives and a
pitch is made ready, practice sessions will begin.
It is expected that before long,
games against other Universities
will result.

To readers and admirers of
"The Fountainhead," "Atlas
Shrugged' and "For the New Intellectual." Enrollment is now
open (or the Nathaniel Branden
lectures on basic principles of
objectivism, the philosophy of
Ayn Rand and its application to
psychology. For a descriptive
brochure, please write or phone
the local business representative
of Nathaniel Branden Institute,
Donald C. Hord, 18 City Pork
Ave., Lot 26, Toledo, 0. Phone
242-4756 evenings.

A REMINDER
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A GOOD
PLACE TO STUDY --- DON'T FORGET:

The Commons Dining Room
open from 7-11 p.m.
Sunday Through Thursday
(A Great Place For A "Study Date")
THIS HAS BECOME ONE OF THE BEST STUDY
AREAS ON THE CAMPUS BECAUSE OF THE
FINE COOPERATION OF THE MEN AND THE
WOMEN STUDYING THERE.
LET'S KEEP IT THAT WAY!
THANK YOU!

Who is your ideal date? Thousands use Central Control and its high-speed
computer for a live, flesh-and-blood answer to this question.
Your ideal date - such a person exists, of course.
But how to get acquainted? Our Central Control computer
processes 10,000 names an hour. How long would it take
you to meet and form 'an opinion of that many people?
You will be matched with five ideally suited persons
of the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or in aify
area of the U.S. you specify). Simply, send $3.00 to Central
Control for your questionnaire. Each of the five will be
as perfectly matched with you in interests, outlook and
background as computer science makes possible.
Central Control is nationwide, but its programs are
completely localized. Hundreds of thousands of vigorous
and alert subscribers, all sharing the desire to meet their
ideal dates, have found computer dating to be exciting and
highly acceptable.
All five of your ideal dates will be delightful. So
hurry and send your $3.00 for your questionnaire.

CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.
22 Park Avenue • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
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Arena Opens, BG Flies

Hockey Team Ices Pair
By TIM CHURCHILL
Assistant Sports Editor

|>

Displaying an awesome offensive
machine, the Bowling Green hockey
team outlasted two opponents In
Initiating Its new hocky rink over
the weekend.
Saturday, the Falcons crushed
the University of Illinois (Chicago
branch) 8-5,
and Sunday the
skaters outlasted the Air Force
Academy, 8-6, for their fifth and
sixth straight victories.
Rick Allen led the attack in both
games with a total of six goals
and four assists, while P.J. Nyltray scored the first hat trick
In the history of the arena en
route to a three goal and three
assists performance.
John Alkln and John Glllnson
each added two goals In the games,
while three other Falcons each
netted one goal.
In the opener. Bowling Green,

although looking ragged at times,
outplayed the game Chlcas. Nyltray got the Falcons rolling with
his ninth goal of the campaign,
from 10 feet In front of the net,
at 8:50 of the first period. He
added his second tally 30 seconds
later from almost the Identical
position.
Illinois, led by Dave Powell,
came back to tie It 2-2, as he
beat Clark Slmonds from the left
circle at 11:22 of the period.
Powell scored again at the 15:54
mark, and the period ended in a
2- 2 deadlock.
Illinois took the lead 3-2 early
In the second period, but Allen
scored twice, both unassisted, to
put BG ahead to stay.
Glllnson added another goal for
the Falcons at 18:28 of the middle
stanza to push the lead to 5-3,
Powell kept Illinois close In the
final period by scoring twice. Both
times the Falcons were short

DANCING BEAR? -- Falcon leer Rick Allen (7) whirls around in
search of the puck in Saturday's game vs. Illinois.

handed due to penalties.
After Powell had made it 5-4,
Glllnson netted his second goal
of the game for the clincher.
Powell made the score 6-5 at
the 9:40 mark, but Nyitray and
Alkln countered for the Falcons
to ensure Bowling Green a successful opening day.
For the game, theChicas' Frank
Slansky had 31 saves, as Illinois
suffered Its sixth straight loss,
while Slmonds ended up with 20.
The Falcons led In penalties
12- 10, and in shots on goal, 39-25.
Sunday's encounter with Air
Force proved to be as high scoring and wide open as Saturday's
game. The Falcons put together
two good periods to stave off a
wild, but futile, attempt by the
Air Force in the third period.
Allen got the BG Falcons off to
a quick 2-0 lead, when he scored
twice in an 80 second span. His
first tally came In a blistering
slap shot from Just Inside the blue
line, while his second goal came
on a breakway when the BG was
two men short.
The western Falcons came
storming back to tie 2-2 midway through the period, but Allen
and Alkln pushed the BG lead to
4-2 by the end of the period.
Allen's third goal fouled AF
goalie Mark Danney, and slid between his feet Into the goal. Alken's
goal was a bouncer from eight feet
Inside the blue line that hopped
over Danney's stick.
BG added three more goals In
the middle period, with Waring
starting the parade at 4:42. The
Air Force came within two, 5-3,
when Gene Thompson scored on a
60-foot slap shot on which Slmonds
was screened.
Allen netted his fourth goal of
the game at 17:40, marking the
third time this season he has
netted four goals. Brian McCord
registered his first tally of the
season less than a minute later,
for what proved to be the winning
goal.
After playing two excellent periods of hockey, the Falcons seemed
to let down In the third period,
and the Air Force made it close
by scoring three times In less
than four minutes.

CLOSING IN - Illinois makes an assault on the BG nets, and
goalie Clark Simonds.

Slmonds played one of his best
periods of the season In that third
stanza despite having three goals
scored against him. He came
up with a total of 20 saves In
the period, one more than he made
In the first and second periods
combined.
During one 30 second span, Slmonds kicked aside four AF shots
from less than 15 feet out. After
the flurry by the Air Force, and
the sensational saves by Slmonds,
the crowd gave the BG goalie a
standing ovation.
Slmonds finished the game with
39 saves, while Danney kicked
out 30 Bowling Green shots.
With the referees calling the
game very closely, BG wound up
with 19 penalties for 46 minutes.

while the Air Force had nine penalties for 18 minutes In the penalty box.
Air Force, now 7-10 for season,
came into the game with five wins
in Its last six contests, but BG
ended the Falcons win streak at
three games.
The two-day affair drew better
than 4000 fans, with Saturday's
crowd reaching close to 2500.
Next game for the Falcons, now
12-2, will be Thursday when the
University of Toledo Invades for a
crucial Midwest College Hockey
Association contest. BG and the
Rockets are currently tied for
first place In the MCHA, each
with 5-0 marks, and the game
will decide the regular season
championship.

Varsity, Frosh Post 2 Wins

WMU Grapplers See Double, Lose Double
V

*

*

*

|»*

By GARY DAVIS
Sports Writer
Western Michigan saw double In
Anderson Arena on Saturday.
The Falcon wrestlers picked
up a pair of Impressive victories
In their varsity and frosh encounters
with the Broncos, closing out the
1966-67 campaign on a successful
note. The varsity edged Western
20-16 while the frosh thumped
the Ponies 28-3.
With the victory Saturday, the
Falcons would up the season with
a 9-5-1- dual record. It was a
"good* win and well deserved,"
said coach Bruce Bellard.
Bowling Green, at a disadvantage
with grapplers Dan Ternes and
Bill Burkle entering the match
with Injuries, came on strong to
regain the lead. It was the strongest
Western Michigan lineup of the
season as several Broncos
wrestled "down" a weight group.
The Falcons, on the strength
of four wins and four draws as
compared to only two wins for
Western, continued their unbeaten
string In dual outings against the
Broncos, No matches were decided
by more than one point until Keith
Clark and Cralg Bowman closed
out the contest with strong decisions.

The lead, which changed hands
three times and was tied on three
other occasions, went first to the
Falcons.
Western's highly rated 123
pounder, Gary Hetherlngton,
dropped a close 3-2 decision to
Bowling Green's Bill Burkle. Bill
was down 2-0 early In the third
period when he gained a reversal
to tie the score, gaining the win
on riding time.
Burkle closed out the season with
a 8-1 personal mark, with only
the MAC finals left.
After a pair of Western victories
and three draws George Ross (167)
tied the match at 12-12 with a 2-1
decision over WM's Things tad.
Ross fought back to erase his
opponents 1-0 lead In the last 36
seconds with a reversal.
Entering the final two matches
the contest was tied 14-14 before
Keith Clark (191) breezed to an
easy 11-1 decision over Mark
Younker.
Clark, now 9-4 on the season,
led 5-1 after one period and added
points as he eased through the
match. Keith recored three near
pins as he sent the Falcons Into
the lead 17-14.
With the final outcome still up
In the air, Cralg Bowman (HVY)

picked up a hard earned 2-0 decision over John Donbrowskl.
Cralg tallied on a reversal early
In the second period after both
wrestlers battled to a standstill
In the first period. Bowman, now
7-2-1 on the season, handed the
Falcons a 20-16 victory.
The four draws were no less
exciting than the decisions. The
first draw came as Ted Clark
(130) matched Western's Mcllroy
1-1 In a tight match.

After a scoreless first period
Mcllroy took the lead on an escape.
Clark with 1:20 left In the lnal
period scored his point also on
an escape.
The draw, Ted's third consecutive against MAC competition,
leaves him with a 9-1-3 mark
The Falcons Mark Carle (137)
made a comeback to gain a 2-2
draw with Barnes on the strength
of a final period es jape. The draw
left the Falcons on top 7-4, a

Wed. Only Mar. 1 CLA-ZEL
FILM FESTIVAL SERIES
sponsored by
Bowling Green Film Society
advance tickets - 90c on sale
University Hall • Wed. only - 10-12 & 2-4
Feature Times - 7:30, 9:30

Volkswagen

- N. Y. Daily News
- N. Y. Post

THF.

UmMk of mwmv6
In Son( and Color

Gas paint relieved by

LOU LaRICHE, Inc

"ONE OF THE YEAR'S 10 BEST FILMS!"

f_y

margin quickly erased by the
Broncos' only two victories.
Dan Ternes (160), (like Burkle)
wrestled despite his Injury and
picked up a 2-2 draw with WM's
powerful Greg Doty. Dan took a
2-1 edge In the second period,
but an escape by Doty tied the
score at 2-2.

/^~-\

Service — Sales
920 Plaza, Findlay, Ohio
(opp. Ft. Findlay Village)
Phon* - 422-6424
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Falcons Finish At 11-13
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Ramblers Spoil
Season Finale
By LARRY DONALD
Special Writer

There was a certain amount of
mercy in the final buzzer ringing last night in Anderson Arena.
It showed a 110-93 Loyola win
and it ended a dismal season
for the Falcons.
"I kind of hate to see it end,"
Warren Scholler said. "It's just
too bad things had to end like they
did, that's all."
"Things" were bad.
And Loyola didn't help.
The Ramblers toyed with BG
until the last 11 minutes of the
ball game, moving from a 71-68
lead to the final 17-point margin.
"We played well, I thought,"
Scholler said. "The key waa when

Albert got his fourth foul and we
couldn't stop Tlllman."
Big Ajax wound up with 39 points.
Bill Baumgartner had 26.
Bowling Green got a careerscoring effort from Ted Rose who
scored 25 in his final game.
Walt Piatkowskl hit 21.
"They have a beautiful fast
break, the best I'veseen all year,"
Scholler said. "They do it so
easy."
George Ireland, fidgity Loyola
coach, was accepting congratulations at the other end of the hall.
"I wouldn't say it was the best
game we've played this year, but
it was a good game," he said.
Bowling Green, starting with
Rose, Ed Behm and Dan Rinlcella, Piatkowskl and Rich Hendrlx

stayed close during much of the
first half, after dropping behind,
13-5.
The Falcons couldn't manage a
lead but got within one point.
The Ramblers led by 11 at half.
BG got within three in the second half but Loyola exploded after
that.
"That's t' e way we play," Ireland said. "The name of this
game is run isn't it?
"Well that's what we like to
do."
Loyola hit 50 percent from the
floor, Bowling Green, 42 percent.
The win closes Loyola with a
14-9, BG is 11-13.
"Like I say,it's a shame things
had to end this way, I liked working with these kids," Scholler
said. "They worked and tried
hard, but I don't think anyone
reached their potential."
All things, good and bad, must
end. Fortunately for Bowling
Green, last night It did.

END OF A
season and
senior goes
Wardlaw (21)

CAREER - Guard Ted Rose wound up a game, a
a career last night against Loyola. Here the 6-1
up (or a shot as Bill Baumgartner (24) and Doug
defend.
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Basket At 00:01 Gives
Falcons 77-76 Victory
By TOM HINE
Sports Editor
Up until Saturday, Carl Assenheimer had scored 188 points in a
two year career for Bowling Green.
Not really an overly-impressive
total.
And Saturday against Ohio University, the 6-4 forward added another unimpressive six markers.
But among those six, and buried with the 194 total are two
points that proved rather Impressive after all.
With a single slim second showing on the clock, Assenhelmer
parked a jumper in the BG nets
for a pair of points, a 77-76
•core, and a
Falcon victory.
It came as a fitting climax to
a thrilling though crudely played
game.
The contest started out like so
many others have finished this
seas on--poorly.
Bowling Green trailed by 11
points at one stage of the first
half, and though were able occasslonally to close the spread to
four, It had to settle for a 3327 halftime score.
After Intermission it appeared

that BG decided that they had come
to play basketball after all.
Three quick baskets brought the
Falcons within two, and a Rich
Henrix layup tied the score at
35 all.
BOWLING GREEN
Piatkowski
Dixon
He ndrix
Hairston
Assenheimer
Henderson
Behm
Rudgers
Rose
Rinicella
TOTALS

G
9
2
6
3
2
2
1
1
5
1
32

F
T
0 18
4
8
1 13
1
7
2
6
1
5
0
2
0
2
4 14
0
2
13

77

OHIO UNIVERSITY
G

F

T

Hammond
McKee
Schroeder
Cluff
McClintock
Spires
Hamilton

7
«
3
7
3
1
1

2
6
0
1

16
28
6
15

0
0

2
2

TOTALS

33

10

76

From there Bowlln Green pulled
into a 45-41 edge, but naturally
saw it vanish shortly.
The Bobcats, with Jerry McKee
providing the claws, managed to
scratch back Into a one point
lead with just over 12 minutes
remaining, and continued to build
on their margin.
But again BG knotted it, at 7575, and it stayed that way through •
the final minute, despite foul
shot attempts, timeouts, and all
kinds of other goodies that sometimes win games.
^
But the lanky junior from Tiffin saw to it that there'd be no
need for anything outside of good old basketball fundementals past
the one second mark.
Game statistics revealed the
not-surprising fact that JerryMcKee led both teams in scoring
with 28.
Walt Piatkowskl finished with 18
for the Falcons, and Rich Hendrix
had 13.
Overall, BG hit on just 38 per
cent from the floor to Ohio's 40
per cent.
At the line Bowling Green
notched 13 of 25 (.520) to .476
(10 of 21) for the Bobcats.
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Swimmers Come Close, But 'Skins Prevail
finally got the Falcons started
with a win In the 200 freestyle.
His time of 1:51.7 was his best
of the year.
Miami then took over again and
won the 50 yd. freestyle and 200
yd. individual medley. Jim Lehmann and Buzz Havill took 2-3
in the 50, while Mike Shoenhals
and Pat Duthle did the same in
the individual medley.
Bowling Green won the diving,
with Ron Zwierlein far out-pointing the opposition. John Olllla
was edged out for second by 8
points.
After the diving, however, Miami
hit their best events. Led by AilAmerican John Russell, the Redskins swept 1-2 in the butterfly
and backstroke events.
They also won the 100 and 500
freestyle, with Duane Jastremski

By TOM WILLIAMS
Sports Writer

Bowling Green's swimmers
closed out their dual meet season with a 57-47 loss to Miami
University Saturday.
The Falcons made a strong
showing against the powerful
Miami squad. The Redskins are
undefeated in league competition,
and Bowling Green came the closest of any MAC team to beating
them.
Miami started the meet by winning the crucial medley relay.
They Just edged out the BG entry
of Paul Smith, Ron Wood, Mike
Sundberg, and Duane Jastremski.
The visitors also took the 1000
yd. event, with Doug Rice and
Tom Curran following in second
and third. Captain John Llndahl
• i

taking second in the 100 and cocaptain Doug Rice followed his
example in the 500.
Although It was too late, the
Falcons came on strong in the
last events. Ron Wood and Tom
Williams took BG'sfirst 1-2 sweep

|

Tickets
On Sale

•:•: Tickets for the Hockey game ;i;:
S against Toledo Thursday will £
|S be sold in advance at the Union £
::::and Ice Arena tomorrow and;:;:
^Thursday from 10 «um. to 3 |
:•:; p.m,
A;
H; Game time is 8 pjn.

of the day in the 200 yard breaststroke. Wood took first on a judges
decision, with both swimmers
having a time of 2:23.9.
The freestyle relay of Lehmann,
Sundberg, Jastremski, and Llndahl alo swept to a win in the
time of 2:22.9. The Miami team
they beat had the fastest conference time of the year.
The freshman also lost as they
closed out their swim season.
The only BG wins came from Bill
Zeeb and Dick Hubbard as they
swept both the 100 and 200 yard
freestyle respectively. The pair
also combined with Tom Carton
and Doug Porter to tie the Freshman record in the 200 yard freestyle relay.

The only meet left for the varsity Is the MAC Championships, <
March 9, 10, and 11 at Miami.

DELTA GAMMA
PLEDGES SAY-

We love
our
new home
«*
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